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The 3e’s of Health™
Eating – Exercise – Education

The Vedgé Kids is an Entertainment Driven
Preschool Action/Adventure Series
About Healthy Living
Imagine a world in which you literally are what you eat.
Incredibly, that realm actually exists! It’s called Fresh World,
and it’s where you’ll find The Vedgé Kids. Like other “kids”
their age they attend school, play sports and hang out with
their friends. But what separates The Vedgé Kids from their
contemporaries are the missions they undertake to protect
their fellow citizens. Anything goes and everyone grows in this
garden-inspired spin on our children’s lives.

A NEW APPROACH
Given the global obesity epidemic, there is a genuine need for
health oriented preschool television -- along with a largely
untapped market to match that need.
The problem is that all prior attempts to target this market
have focused narrowly on nutritional indoctrination at the
expense of story and entertainment.
Translation: The shows were dull and the kids lost interest.
It’s time for a new approach. It’s time for a show about healthy
living in the broadest sense -- not just nutrition and exercise,
but also handling challenges, coping with emotions and simply
growing up.
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While The Vedgé Kids are models of good health, they are not
cardboard mouthpieces for a nutritional agenda. They don’t sit
around talking about sodium—they go on adventures!

A NEW SOUND
The Vedgé Kids love to sing and dance (and do so often), with a
high-energy soundtrack that will get everyone up off the couch
and moving. These melodious get-up-and-move grooves are
provided by the multi-credited Michael J. Leslie.

A NEW HIT SHOW
The Vedgé Kids put the power of healthy living into an actionpacked, music-filled format that its audience will be eager to
digest and dance to. Exercise, Education and (healthy) Eating
are the ingredients of a healthy lifestyle. Hence the The 3e’s of
Health™.
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The Vedgé Kids
These WHOLESOME HEROES (ages 7-10) are an eclectic team
of athletes, dancers and doers, logging little couch-time and
plenty of adventure.

CeCe
CeCe is a youthful yoga master with a brain as big as her round
orange head. But don’t let her diminutive body fool you—she
has an even bigger heart lurking within.
A natural thinker, CeCe has a tendency to overthink things,
which sometimes her from acting instinctively, be it in sports
or on missions.
CeCe often speaks with the whispered wisdom of Eastern
philosophy. If the team isn’t getting along, she might say
something like: “Why do we love salads so much? Because the
fruits and vegetables are working together.”
CeCe’s high concentration of Vitamin C gives her special
healing powers, which she uses to remedy all “boo-boos.”
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Smally
Smally is the youngest member of the Vedgé Kids and, as his
name implies, the smallest.
But don’t let this cute and spunky little green pea’s diminutive
size and squeaky voice fool you – he’s tough and determined,
and doesn’t know the meaning of the word quit.
Every now and then Smally gets teased for his size. This makes
him angry, and even more determined to prove there’s nothing
he can’t accomplish. Unfortunately, that dogged determination
occasionally results in mistakes that get the team in trouble.
Smalley has the ability to control and liquefy nitrogen, thereby
giving him his super freeze power. He is also Flash’s younger
brother.
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Flash Carotene
A root vegetable, Flash is well grounded and down to Earth.
His self-assured likeability makes him a natural leader.
He’s the strongest kid in Fresh World by far, and is never shy
about showing off his capabilities.
While CeCe’s the thinker of the group, Flash is definitely a doer,
and though they occasionally disagree on how to solve
problems, they make an awesome team.
Flash is brave and fears nothing. Well, nothing except rabbits.
Due to high levels of carotene, he has exceptional vision—
including X-ray vision—which comes in handy on his
adventures.
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Split
The king of clumsiness, Split is always slipping and tripping,
but that doesn’t dampen his enthusiasm!
Teeming with tryptophan, while he’s usually a ball of positive
energy, he’s also a bit of a fraidy cat. Well, okay, more than a
bit—bananas are yellow, after all—but he’s working on it!
But don’t let Split’s fears fool you. He’s always there for his
teammates and, if the going gets tough, his electricity beam can
save the day. He can control his body’s potassium and focus its
electrolytes.
Finally, while he’s reluctant to admit it, Split has a bit of a crush
on Piña – but let’s keep that between us.
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Piña
Piña an all-around natural athlete who loves activity of any
kind and winning medals, especially gold ones.
A Latina fruit, she often uses Spanish words and is proud of the
fact that the pineapple originated in South America.
With her prickly exterior, she can be a bit edgy (“preschool
edgy”), often rolling her eyes at Flash’s machismo or Split’s
incessant positivity.
And while she knows Split is in “serious like” with her, she
loves teasing him good-naturedly.
The enzyme, bromelain, in her body gives her unusual
flexibility and stretchiness.
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UNSAVORY CHARACTERS
The Sugar Coat Gang
These baddies come from the wrong side of the supermarket
aisle. Lowlifes with high caloric content, they serve as frequent
(but not exclusive) sources of conflict. The gang includes:
Candy Rapper
This brightly wrapped rapping candy bar is a musical menace
with an empty calorie heart. Candy’s raps (like The Vedgé Kids’
cheers) lend clarity and musicality to the proceedings.
Chip
Rich, smug, sliced and fried, this over-processed potato chip
thinks he’s all that and a bag of himself.
Crunch
Everything is droopy and he certainly in need of a workout.
However, there’s a lot going on under that hat. It’s just that no
one can figure out what it is.
Sunny
He is an expert at using his straw as a blowgun. Sonny has also
been known to stretch the truth. In addition, he is boastful and
brags a lot. Hence the nickname, Blowhard.
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Pops
A beady-eyed bottle of sugary soda, this cantankerous veteran
of the cola wars is a carbonated creep.
Cheese Burger
This high-fat hooligan spits out the cheesiest lines ever heard.
Boston Cream
And then there’s the boss – the Supreme Cream – with his
distinctive New England accent and complete distaste for fresh
produce. Along with his sugary minions, this diabolical donut
constantly schemes to undermine the Vedgé´ Kids.

Some of the Gang
Boston Crème, Sunny, Crunch
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ADDITIONAL INGREDIENTS
The Kernel
The Kernel is a curmudgeonly corncob who informs The Vedgé
Kids of their assignments and often orchestrates their
missions.
When things get too hot, The Kernel has been known to “pop
his top,” shooting popped corn kernels in every direction.
Lucky for him, The Vedgé Kids always find a way to cool things
down.

The Kernel
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Ugly
Ugly, an eight-year-old ugli fruit, is a Vedgé Kid-in-training.
Flash has been teaching him mixed martial arts, with mixed
results. Although Ugly is far from ugly, he thinks he’s “looks
compromised” because of his name, and that certainly hasn’t
helped his confidence.
Too bad, because he’s quite adept at many things, especially
anything mechanical. Granted, he stutters and sputters, but
always gets the job done. And as he continues to help The
Vedgé Kids with their missions, they continue to help him build
confidence.

Ugly
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Uncle Raisin
Uncle Raisin is a bit odd courtesy of spending too much time in
the sun. Understand, the guy means well, but he often offers
suggestions that just aren’t quite right for the situation, and
The Vedgé Kids quickly but politely suggest better alternatives.
Oh yeah, they also frequently remind him to use sunscreen.

Uncle Raisin
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The Guest Characters
Every episode will feature a new “guest character” — a
different fruit, vegetable or some other healthy food that will
play an important role in the story, help The Vedgé Kids with
their mission, and properly introduce the food it represents.

Professor Pomegranate

Bean
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A FRESH WORLD
All the action takes place in FRESH WORLD, a whimsical hybrid
of produce and humanity.
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The Green House

The GREEN HOUSE is a gargantuan hydroponic greenhouse
and, fittingly, the The Vedgé Kids’ HQ.
Inside, in addition to hydroponic gardens, the Green House
boasts a seriously high-tech gym known as the POWER ROOM.
When the Kids work out here, large plasma screens show kidfriendly X-Ray images of the muscles they’re working. The
advantage of the Power Room from a storytelling perspective
is its ability to hold any kind of exercise machine all of which
can be introduced and explained throughout the series.
With so many activities to cover, every episode can introduce
something new and fresh without any fear of redundancy.
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Boston Cream’s Factory
This machinery-filled Mecca of candy, cake and all things malnutritional is home base for the Supreme Cream and his
cloying, calorific crew. There’s a lounge area full of extra-long
couches where they all sit, eat and play video games.
There are still life paintings on the walls, and the subjects on
display are all sorts of junk food. Rather than be portrayed as
appealing, the factory is dark and drab and full of thyroidthreatening thugs — as far away from a sweet destination as
possible.
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The Rocket Ships
The CRISPER 3000 is a high-tech artificially-intelligent shuttle
that Flash Carotene occasionally pilots on missions.
Flash’s apartment building is reminiscent of a refrigerator, and
his ship resembles the vegetable crisper compartment of a
refrigerator. The façade of Flash’s refrigerator-like apartment
building opens like a door, allowing the crisper ship to launch,
extend its wings and fly off on a mission.
CeCe pilots a FLYING SAUCER that, when docked on its landing
pad, looks very much like a fruit bowl.
Flash and Smally, both veggies, routinely travel in the crisper,
while CeCe, Split and Piña, all fruits, travel in the fruit-bowl
flying saucer.
Exotic Locales
The storylines will often take The Vedgé Kids to faraway places
where they’ll learn about new cultures, new cuisines and new
traditions. Fresh World is a food-filled spin on the entire globe
(and universe), with endless possibilities for exploration.
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ALL NATURAL CONTENT
• In each episode, one of the Kids has a storyline relating to sports,
school or other aspects of a healthy, active life.

• That storyline is quickly taken to another level when the Kids are
called for a mission, often – but not always – as a result of Boston
Cream and The Sugar Coat Gang’s evil schemes.
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• The opening always shows the Kids engaging in multiple
HEALTHY ACTIVITIES. Some form of each of the activities shown
in the beginning will usually come into play later in the episode,
but in a more adventurous “action-packed” way.

• To overcome obstacles on their missions, the Kids also use their
SPECIAL POWERS. Each character’s power relates logically to the
actual health benefits of the food that character represents
(providing a unique and fun way for kids to learn about nutrition).
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• And yet their special powers are never quite enough to prevail.
Mission success will also require bravery, heart and teamwork.

• At some point in each episode, a GUEST FOOD is introduced. The
guest character will play an important role in the story, and will
also have his or her own nutritionally-based special ability.
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• The end of each storyline returns the Kids to everyday life with a
new perspective on the problem they solved or obstacle they
overcame.

• Every episode concludes with the same high-energy
INTERACTIVE DANCE SEQUENCE in which The Vedgé Kids invite
the audience to join them in their victory dance.
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• Ultimately, the Kids’ physical fitness and smart healthy lifestyle
choices help them reach their goals. In this way, the benefits of
healthy living are “modeled” dramatically rather than preached.

• There are literally hundreds of healthy activities and foods to
explore, all of which are capable of generating unique storylines.
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A FILLING FORMAT
The animated fruits and vegetables will be uniquely
anthropomorphic – truly human and relatable – not just eyes
slapped onto a cucumber. The accessibly quirky 2D animation
will playfully mix styles, complementing an eclectic musicfilled medley of 11-minute episodes.
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AN EDUCATIONAL SIDE DISH
While entertainment is the entrée on the menu here, there’s a
vital educational component. As a winner of a Phase 1 2017
USDA grant for the prevention of CHILDHOOD OBESITY, the
Vedgé Kids grant directive is to infuse entertainment into a
uniquely designed, nutrition curriculum.
The total value of Phase 1 & 2 is $700,000.
It’s critically important that we reach children at the earliest
possible age with proper food choices. Studies have shown that
kids crave the foods they are introduced to and eat in their
formative years. Science now refers to it as “metabolic
programming.” To put it another way, taste buds have memory,
and a show like The Vedgé Kids will shape those memories and
help a generation of kids lead healthier lives.
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We Know How Little Kids Learn
With a professional educator on our creative team, we
understand that a modern curriculum uses all of a child’s
senses to impart knowledge, not just words and information.
Kids learn best when they’re interested and engaged, and dry
facts are as unappetizing as dry food.
Visuals, characters, music and entertaining stories will foster a
child’s long-term memory about healthy meals and healthy
activities and why those things are good.
That’s the approach the Vedgé Kids take.
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ORGANIC STORYLINES
“The Bridge Over the River Dry”
When a drought strikes at home, The Vedgé Kids go on a
mission to find water. A Cactus Pear helps them learn about
water conservation, new ways to find water and the
importance of water in a healthy diet.
“Not So A-Maze-Ing”
The Vedgé Kids get lost in a maze that requires them to learn
how to read and understand food labels to find their way out.
"Pineapple Upside Down Quake"
In a scheme to keep kids from going out to play, Boston Cream
and The Sugar Coat Gang uses a “Flip-o-matic” machine to turn
Fresh World upside down. With the buildings and trees and
everything else upside down – which means the sky is where
the ground should be – Piña takes the lead in this adventure,
using her gymnastics skills to swing around town and save the
day.
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“Planet of the Grapes”
The team travels to a distant galaxy where everyone is a
Grapian, looking and acting the same, and eating only grapes.
The Vedgé Kids introduce the Grapians to the concept of
having unique appearances and styles and acting in one’s own
unique ways, along with enjoying a diverse diet. These “fresh”
ideas are met with hostility, and the Kids must work together
to teach the Grapians why sameness isn’t always best.
“You Say Tomato”
The Vedgé Kids help Kesha, a little Tomato Girl with a serious
identity crisis - Is she a fruit or a vegetable? But when Boston
Cream and his gang threatens her friends and Kesha and The
Vedgé Kids save the day, she learns not only about acceptance
but the greatest lesson of all: What others say isn’t important
so long as you’re happy with yourself.
“Square Meal Dancing”
Split gets invited to a dance competition in the Midwest. Prior
to going, he practices hip-hop and breakdancing, only to
discover the competition is for square dancing! The Kids help
him learn new moves, and they all learn about life on a farm.
(Note: The square dancers always end their dances forming
squares consisting of four dancers. Each square represents the
four elements of a balanced meal; e.g., a protein, a grain, a
veggie and a fruit would dance together in one square.)
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“Stranded On a Deserted Island”
Boston Cream leads The Vedgé Kids to an uninhabited island
where they must cross the jungle to reach safety. The Sugar
Coat Gang has set many sugary traps along the way, but the
Kids receive help from a lonely Mango and foil Boston Cream’s
plans.
“Arabian Bites”
The Vedgé Kids rescue Date Girl from inside an Egyptian
pyramid. Along the way, they find a genie in a bottle who looks
like a chef and grants them “three dishes.” With no other
sustenance available, they’ll have to choose wisely. (Note: At
one point we see various “food characters” scaling an actual
pyramid, ultimately forming the classic food-pyramid diagram.)
“In a Pickle”
A young Cucumber accidentally falls into a vat of brine and
becomes a pickle. After being teased for smelling funny, the
cucumber runs away, and it’s up to The Vedgé Kids to bring
him back.
“Playing Up”
Piña is a year older and very nervous about playing basketball
in a new league with “the bigger kids.” Her confidence falters
when she has to play against a team of super tall celery stalks.
That problem is magnified when Boston Cream uses a shrink
ray to make all The Vedgé Kids tiny.
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“Land of the Rising Fun”
The Vedgé Kids head to Japan so Flash and Ugly can compete in
a martial arts tournament. The Kids learn Tai Chi, try sushi and
tofu, and test the limits of their fitness when they have to run
from Gordzilla.
"Banana Split"
Boston Cream uses a mysterious device that splits Split into
two separate individuals — his healthy side and his unhealthy
side. The Vedgé Kids must find a way to reunite Split’s halves.
In the end, CeCe uses yoga and meditation to help Split return
to a state of unity and wholeness.
"I Ugly"
When Ugly invents a robot to help others exercise, Boston
Cream and The Sugar Coat Gang steals the invention and
reprograms it into a robot that exercises and plays sports for
you. With everyone now letting their robots get all the exercise,
it's time for The Vedgé Kids to step in and set things right.

“Crops and Robbers”
When the Vedgé Kids investigate a series of produce heists, all
the evidence leads to Boston Cream and The Sugar Coat Gang
as the culprits.
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“The Hunger Grains”
When The Vedgé Kids get lost on a mountain bike ride, they
happen across a group of nomadic whole grain breads. Having
never seen brown bread before, the Kids learn about whole
grain food. The only way home is a treacherous ride over a tall
mountain; fortunately, a diet full of whole grain energy will get
them over the top.
"Go Figure"
A figure-skating Fig Girl wishes she were a more popular fruit
(like grapes or apples). The Vedgé Kids help her discover how
special she is, which becomes abundantly clear when, in a
dastardly scheme to keep kids from exercising, Boston Cream
uses an ice ray to freeze Fresh World and Fig Girl must save the
day.
“The Couch Potatoes”
A family of inactive potatoes believe they are hopelessly
unhealthy — until the The Vedgé Kids arrive and show them
how to get in shape, just in time to fight off a band of
marauding potato bugs.
“Fon-doom”
Boston Cream and The Sugar Coat Gang open a fondue
restaurant in town, intent on dipping all the healthy fruits and
vegetables into cheese and chocolate, the first leg in their evil
quest to coat the entire world with fat and sugar! The Vedgé
Kids must use their wits and healthy mindsets to prevail.
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“Fire Roasted Veggies”
When The Vedgé Kids are asked to capture a fire-breathing
dragon, they receive help from the most unlikely source — a
friendly Dragon Fruit.
“Florida Orange Juice”
While CeCe is visiting her grandparents in Florida, Boston
Cream and The Sugar Coat Gang hatch an evil scheme to stop
all citrus fruits from growing by blocking out the sun in the
Sunshine State.
"You’re Not a Banana"
A mission takes The Vedgé Kids to Puerto Rico, where Split
meets a bunch of green banana kids who turn out to be
plantains.
“Moonbaker”
Boston Cream schemes to trap thousands of innocent citizens
and launch them into orbit inside the world’s largest fruitcake.
“I’m a Star!”
The Vedgé Kids must rescue a Star Fruit diva from a group of
overzealous fans — The Sugar Coat Gang in disguise.
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“Time Travel”
The Vedgé Kids use a malfunctioning time machine to go back
in time and rescue some ancient fruits and veggies from
extinction. But when the time machine starts acting up, who
will rescue The Vedgé Kids?
"Sugar Mountain"
During a high altitude hike, Boston Cream and The Sugar Coat
Gang trick Split into eating too much candy, prepping him to be
the centerpiece of a banana split. It’s up to The Vedgé Kids to
save Split from his sugar-crazed state and Boston Cream’s
grand finale.
“Trick or Beet”
On Halloween, Boston Cream plans to play mean pranks on any
households giving away healthy snacks instead of candy to
Trick-or-Treat’ers. The Vedgé Kids respond with some clever
tricks of their own.
“iBad”
In a scheme to keep kids from exercising, Boston Cream hands
out free iPads to everyone in Fresh World. The Vedgé Kids
respond in a big way — they create a football field-sized
“touchscreen AstroTurf” that everyone can play on.
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A WELL-SEASONED TEAM

Adam Rocke

Hailing from Upstate New York’s Catskill Mountains,
Adam grew up at the Nevele Resort & Country Club,
famous for its iconic tower and memorable “At The
Nevele” jingle.
Inspired by Hunter S. Thompson's "gonzo journalism,"
Adam's unusual skill set combined with adrenaline
junkie tendencies enabled him to kick off his literary
career penning high octane participatory articles for hip
men’s lifestyle publications.
When editors had a wild story idea that could get a
journalist killed, Adam was the go-to guy. Somehow he
always came back, alive and intact—with the story!
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Doug Davidson

Doug Davidson is an award winning screenwriter and a
screenplay consultant. Among other things, he has
worked with the Oscar-winning producer of the film
Crash on the adaptation of a popular children’s book for
feature animation.
He is a Nicholl Fellow and the only writer ever to earn a
Nicholl Fellowship with an animation script. Doug
graduated with honors from Cornell Law School and
Loyola College in Maryland. He lives on Long Island
with his wife and three young children.
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Paula Wilson

Paula is a graduate of Walnut Hill School for the Arts
and the Alvin Ailey school. While working as a
professional dancer she began working as a voice over
artist. In 2011 she began directing and production
managing voice over for cartoon series and pilots,
commercials, promos, and educational projects.
Paula has served as a VO Casting Director, Dubbing
Director and VoiceOver Performance Director for such
corporate clients as Lavazza, Mattel, Fisher-Price.
Her animation credits include “Pumpkin Reports,”
“Atchoo,” “Tip the Mouse,” “Boo Boom,” “Kevin Verses,”
“On Duty,” and “OPS.”
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Ray Tsai

Ray is an animator, motion graphic artist and children’s
book illustrator. He trained at Sheridan College in their
Classical Animation Program. An expert in character
design, layout, life-drawing and storyboarding, Ray has
worked for Corus Entertainment, Samsung, Universal
Pictures Eyeland Studios and Universal Axis Studio,
among others.
If you’ve seen programs like Captain Underpants,
Olliver’s Adventures and Almighty the Monkey – POKO,
you’ll no doubt recognize Ray as an exceptional talent.
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Rai Quarterly

Rai is a choreographer, actress, model and dancer. She
performs in styles such as Commercial, Ballet, Hip-hop,
Tap, Musical Theatre, Jazz, House, Pas de Deux and
Contemporary/Lyrical. Rai trained at the Urdang
Academy in Covent Garden.
Her credits include: MTV FlashPrank, BBC Move it Like
Michael Jackson, Return To Grace (Elvis) in Niagara
Falls, Miss Black Britain, The Urban Music Awards,
Paramount Pictures UK and Tigi Hair shows. You’ve also
seen Rai on commercials for T-Mobile, LG, Gillette, Sony
Ericsson and Mercedes Benz.
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Ryan Wirtz

Ryan Wirtz is a singer/songwriter who began singing at
the age of seven. Ryan's first big break came when he
performed on "Showtime at the Apollo" at the world
famous Apollo Theater in Harlem, New York.
He has appeared on such shows as "America's Got
Talent," "Good Day LA" and "The X Factor," with Simon
Cowell. Ryan was recently cast in a national KIA Motors
commercial alongside "The Voice" host Carson Daly. He
has also been a featured background singer for the hit
television show "Glee."
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Dr. Dina Borzekowski
Grant Research & Focus Group Partner

Dina is an internationally recognized expert in children,
media and health, having published over 50 peerreviewed journal articles, chapters and review articles.
She is also a research Professor at the University of
Maryland School of Public Health.
Dina’s writings have appeared in Pediatrics, American
Journal of Public Health, and Journal of Communication.
She has advised programs offered through Sesame
Workshop, PBS and MTV.
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Dr. Deborah Nichols
Grant Research & Focus Group Partner

Deborah Nichols is the Director of Children's Media Lab
at Purdue University. Her research interests include
childhood, television, digital media, cognition, attention,
comprehension, executive function, language and
literacy development, social behavior, parenting,
representational abilities, at-risk children and families,
poverty, intervention, STEM education.
Her recent projects and consultancies include Sesame
Workshop, PBS Kids/CPB, Between the Lions, WGBH
Public TV, Sprout, LeapFrog, Disney, Nickelodeon, the
World Bank, and members of Congress.
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Dr. Tracey Leodux
Grant Research Partner

Tracey Leodux is an associate profess at the
Department of Health and Human Performance at the
University of Houston. She is also a Registered Dietician.
The ultimate goal of her research is to develop
interventions to improve eating behaviors of all
Americans. Her research focuses on understanding,
preventing, and correcting overeating behaviors in the
early family unit.
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Dr. Dan O’Connor
Grant Research Partner

Dr. O’Connor is the Department Chair of Healthy and
Human Performance at the University of Houston.
He has collaborated on research studies, scientific
articles, presentations, grants and proposals with
more than one hundred investigators from many
different institutions, scientific disciplines and health
professions. His areas of special interest include
physical activity, exercise, anthropometry, obesity,
surgery & rehabilitation outcomes, health and wellness,
and quality of life.
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MATT SENA

Matthew R Sena is a Licensed Professional Counselor in
the states of Alaska and Colorado. He has a Masters of
Science in Clinical Psychology degree from the
University of Alaska at Anchorage; and is a Ph.D.
Candidate in Clinical and Community with a ruralindigenous emphasis.
He has traveled itinerantly to several rural communities
and tribal villages in Alaska, to facilitate parent
education, community based workshops and other
interventions, in a culturally responsive manner.
Matt is our senior grant writer.
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Franchesca Toledo

Franchesca Toledo is an enthusiastic, energetic and
empathetic educator. She co-writes our curriculum and
lesson plans. She attended Virginia Commonwealth
University, Virginia receiving a Bachelor of Interdisciplinary and Elementary Education. She also
attended Northern Virginia Community College, Virginia
receiving an Associate of Science Degree with a major in
Social Science.
She brings into the classroom her knowledge of
translational neuroscience, her love of the environment
and socially responsibility. She is expert at
incorporating the arts into her lesson plans and writing
curriculum. She teaches curriculum writing at teacher
writer’s workshops.
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Dolores M. Mormile

Dolores is the Fitness and Nutrition Advisor for The
Vedgé’ Kids. She is a nurse, an aerobics instructor, a
certified Bikram Yoga instructor and a personal trainer.
She has extensive experience working with children,
including five of her own.
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Robert Orchanian

Rob is the Creative Director of The Vedgé Kids. He is a
certified New York City Mathematics teacher with
extensive knowledge in childhood education and
learning theory. He has published several health-andfitness focused books, including The ABCs of Nutrition.
Previously, Rob was a financial industry professional
with Merrill Lynch and Smith Barney. He has an MBA
from NYU. He is an active fitness enthusiast and the
father of five healthy children.
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The Vedgé Kids
The 3e’s of Health™
Eating – Exercise – Education
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